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Across the globe, nearly all 

the world’s major econo-

mies are not only growing, 

but gaining momentum
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opments continue to emanate from 
India as the government institutes 
major reforms. While the most recent 
and ambitious plans to overhaul the 
country’s complex and antiquated tax 
structure have triggered strikes, pro-
tests, and various other opposition, 
the moves illustrate the resolve of 
Narendra Modi, India’s Prime Minis-
ter, to reform the country’s economic 
infrastructure.

 
Mr. Modi’s recent actions are par-

ticularly remarkable given the politi-
cal fallout resulting from last Novem-
ber’s crackdown on corruption, which 
voided close to 90% of the country’s 
cash in an attempt to curb black mar-
ket activities. While the effort ap-
pears successful, in the short term it 
decelerated growth by 0.9% to 6.1%, 

put India’s growth below China’s. Yet, 
the short-term pain is expected to 

and further drive growth across the 
region. 

While none of these efforts will 
dramatically affect the U.S. economy, 
continued growth of a major global 
economy should provide spillover 

As a whole, global growth is the 
strongest it’s been in a decade, which 

it seeks to wind down its $4.5 trillion 
balance sheet created as part of the 
mammoth stimulus effort during the 

Linked to increased global growth, 

quarter with 5.7% year-over-year 
growth in March the highest in six 
years, according to the CPB Neth-
erlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis. April data was a bit weaker, 
but remained solid. Trade accelera-
tion is good news for the economy 
and investors, as more globalization 
means faster economic growth and 
better use of existing assets. 

Given all of President Trump’s rhet-
oric against trade, fears persist that 
Trump could reverse or hinder ongo-
ing globalization, which has powered 
economies forward at record rates 
since World War II. Yet, few investors 
appear to believe that Trump wants a 

instance, shortly before and after the 
election, the Mexican peso plunged. 
Yet, the peso is now stronger than it 
was before the November election, 

were on Canada, hardly seen as a 
rogue trade partner. Trump’s recent 
visit to Germany, a country which ex-
ports far more to us than it imports 
in spite of very similar skills and re-

sources, hardly elicited any trade 
comments much less threats. To date, 
most of the administration’s trade 
actions have been bluster, reports 
commissioning, and enforcement of 
current rules rather than substantive 
and damaging actions. 

As we head into the second half 
of the year, economic measures are 
prevailingly positive. The political 
environment may be combative and 
global geopolitical risk continues to 
warrant attention, yet most typical 
risk indicators remain below histor-
ical averages. All the good news, or 
lack of bad news, has pushed equity 
valuations up leaving less room for 
future returns, yet prices could be 

-
velopments. If Trump is able to de-
liver on expectations regarding tax 
and regulatory overhaul, valuations 

or change in expectations, either up 
or down, could propel markets in very 
different directions. As is normally 
true, equity markets offer much op-
portunity, but a longer-term perspec-
tive remains invaluable.
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As a whole, global growth is the strongest it’s been in a decade


